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London & Quadrant (L&Q)
Head Office
Smart Working Furniture
Summer 2021
Circa £600k

Project Management Service including:
- Consultations & advice
- Tender process
- Space planning and design
- Risk assessments and method statements
- Delivery & installation schedule

Creative ‘new way of working’
refurbishment for a regulated
charitable housing association.
As appointed ESPO 282 framework providers, Combined
Office Interiors (COI) were delighted to be successful in a
further competition directed by L&Q for the design and
refurbishment of their innovative workspace.
COI first collaborated with L&Q back in 2019, when we
successfully completed an inspirational smart-working
refurbishment for one of their three-city workspaces.
Our latest challenge was to transform the current openplan office environment and create a flexible,

collaborative space that would encourage safe
interaction and freedom of movement in anticipation of
the safe return of remote and hybrid workers in the
wake of the Covid pandemic.
To effectively create a unique smart-working
environment for L&Q, we collaborated with office
furniture manufacturers Orangebox, The Smartworking
Company˧˦˨˧˥˧ who are pioneers of future-focused
workspaces, with a wide portfolio of market-leading
multifunctional furniture solutions.

By incorporating an effective and friendly social space
design, L&Q has been able to introduce a new way of
working, including the reduction of traditional desk
space by 30% which will contribute to the improvement
of physical and mental wellbeing, help improve
relationships and provide a boost in motivation and
productivity.

Collectively we delivered an extensive project-managed
solution from innovative design and planning, the
selection of diverse loose furniture, and a full installation
service over 6 days.
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The smart-working office furniture range
combined elegance and flexibility, with the
new environment consisting of positive agile
spaces including informal meeting areas,
collaboration and breakout zones, innovation
hubs, flexible desking suites, welcome areas,
private telephone booths, and meeting areas.
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Hybrid Office Furniture Transformation - Product Focus
Collaboration Pods, Booths & Private Working Solutions

- Air 20 Minipod
Free-standing acoustic pod with a
combination of layered upholstery,
acoustic panelling and high-quality
glass to create an interchangeable
pod with a great level of speech
privacy (tested up to 38DB rating).

- QT Tall Phone Booth
The ‘On the QT’ phone booth offers
a private space while making calls.
The extended bandwidth offers a
perfectly pitched broader function,
in a neat compact package.
Privacy upholstered screens
finished in a Kvadrat Remix fabric.

- AD 81 OV AWAY
FROM DESK Range
Soft upholstery system with fixed
and tethered technology and a
rounded collaboration work
surface. Partnered with the
Orangebox CUB range of chairs
and stools. Upholstered in Kvadrat
fabric with a melamine top.

- COPPICE WORK-05L Work Booth
Stand-alone, single occupancy work booth that
provides a high level of acoustic comfort, perfect for
those doing focused work tasks.
These booths have a compact footprint with a
simplistic design and incorporate power and data
solutions. The Coppice Work booth was supplied with
Kvadrat Remix upholstered panels, with a Graphite
Melamine tabletop, and a Pablo Lana Lamp.

- COPPICE FOCUS-06 Work Booth
Freestanding modular workspaces designed to
combat noise distractions in the workplace.
Specified to provide multiple spaces with shared
components and panels, utilising a compact
footprint and an organic shape, with the ability
to cable pass between panels for a clean and
tidy appearance. Supplied with Kvadrat Remix
upholstered panels, with a Graphite melamine
tabletop, and a Pablo Lana Lamp.

- AD 85D AWAY FROM DESK Booth Range
A dynamic soft upholstered booth, designed to accommodate
the changing needs of the workplace, providing an alternative
collaborative space or place to work independently. The
refined back panels offer acoustic and visual privacy and offer
an upright, ergonomic seat position. This range was supplied
with Kvadrat Remix upholstery, a White tabletop, a Black table
frame, and a tilting monitor bracket.
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Hybrid Office Furniture Transformation - Product Focus
Collaboration Tables and Upholstered Seating
- BAE Table Range
The BAE table range is perfect for
collaborative settings, designed to
seat eight to twenty people.
Made from solid industrial Oak,
these worktables were delivered
with a Fenix laminate top and a
solid oak edge. The tops overhang
the structure to afford generous free
leg space.

- CUB Seating Range
A contemporary range of chairs and stools designed to work in a variety of workplace and social environments. The CUB seat is an ergonomic sit
and is constructed from a specifically contoured FSC Beech plywood veneered shell with an additional liner, which is covered with a CMHR foam
seat and a Vitafoam V21 outer surface. The organic shape of the chair is refined with a integrated lumbar support and a gentle front edge
waterfall. Upholstered in Kvadrat Remix fabric with a combination of Oak legs and Black metal frames.

- PEEPS Soft Seating Range
A soft seating range with a classic 1970’s style. This
collection is available as an armchair, two-seat, or threeseat sofa. Constructed with a traditional wood frame,
with shaped and applied foam upholstery. These chairs
are comfortable with a relaxed back, supplied in a Kvadrat
Re-wool, group 4 covering.

- TOPE Soft Seating Range
Lounge chairs with a floating back. This collection
includes both armchair and a generous two-seat sofa.
The shaped and applied foam upholstery of the seat is
fixed to the sculptural wood frame. This range was
supplied with contrasting fabric colours from the Kvadrat
Remix collection, with standard Oak frames.

Tables were supplied with LED task
lights, power and data, and a cable
management end leg.

- LOSSIT Soft Seating Range
A contemporary style of social furniture with a 70's retroinspired theme. LOSSIT has an angular metal frame that
supports both the seat and back, with a solid timber shelf
running the length of the back to either support objects or
to perch on. These chairs were supplied in Kvadrat Field
fabric with Black frames and an Oak shelf.
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